Abstract-Autonomous navigation of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) can be achieved with a reactive system which allows the robot to overcome all the unexpected changes in its environment. In this article, we propose a new approach to avoid frontal obstacles using known properties of the optical flow and by taking advantage of the capability of stationary flight of the rotorcraft. A state machine is proposed as a solution to equip the UAV with all reactions necessary for indoor navigation. We show how smooth transitions can be achieved by decreasing the speed of the vehicle proportional to the distance to an obstacle and by brief instants of hovering flight. Each stage of our algorithm has been tested in a mobile robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest on the development of unmanned aerial vehicles. The capability to fly indoor as well as outdoor makes this kind of autonomous systems very suitable for delicate applications such traffic monitoring, search and rescue missions and surveillance operations. Many efforts have been done in the development of these autonomous aerial vehicles, and at present realtime embedded stabilization has been already proved [1] [2]. However, for a complete implementation of UAVs on real life applications, the robot must be capable to react against unexpected changes of its environment, and to navigate through unknown environments. Moreover if one wants to guide unmanned vehicles one must also have a selfcontained navigation system, which means that one must find a way to keep track of position, and speed continuously. The Global Positioning System is widely used to assure the self-position task, but GPS signals are not available in all locations. Indeed, this system can not be used for indoor flights and the well known canyon problem can occur in urban environment where the signal is continuously blocked by high-rise buildings.
Image-based navigation arises as a complementary system for the GPS. The main advantage of image-based navigation is that it provides detailed information about the environment of the moving object. Due to this interaction between the sensor with its surrounding, appropriate techniques may be developed permitting the autonomous vehicle to find their way even within unknown environment. Moreover, optical flow which is the estimation of the motion field created by a moving camera with respect to a rigid scene, plays a more Eduardo.Rondon@hds.utc.fr and more important role in the development of robotics. In the literature, optical flow is widely used for the design of navigation algorithms [3] , obstacle avoidance [4] and robot stabilization [5] . Furthermore, because translational optical flow is inversely proportional to the distance between the image plane and the surrounding objets, it can be used as a notion of relative positioning. Herisse et al. [6] have on this subject developed an optical flow based landing control. Serres et al. [7] demonstrated an approach that allows an autonomous vehicle to move at the center of a corridor. In [8] the author established a relation between the OF ( ). After a calibration, the cancelation of the rotational components is obtained by substracting the gyroscopic value from the OF measurement. They use this fusion system in [9] to avoid the obstacles presents on a microflyer path.In this paper, we propose a state machine approach for the relative and reactive navigation of a rotorcraft.
Two orthogonal cameras have been used in this study to construct the optical flow-based controllers. When moving in the forward direction, the lateral velocity is stabilized at zero and the forward speed is set to a constant value. In the opposite case, when moving in the lateral direction, the lateral velocity is set to a constant value, while the forward velocity is stabilized at zero. In both cases, an anti-collision controller acts as a preventive system. This system measures the inverse of the time-to-contact and decelerates the vehicle proportionally to this measure. Once the obstacle is too close the vehicle stops and another controller is activated. We describe how smooth transitions between states can be achieved with our approach. A new avoiding controller is proposed which uses the moving average of the optical flow to automatically stop the vehicle once the obstacle is overtaken. This controller can be used for both, lateral avoidance and altitude avoidance. After a short time of hovering flight, the state machine starts again the forward motion. The overall system includes speed control, anticollision system, and lateral and altitude obstacle avoidance. This system is ready to be coupled with urban canyon and wall following tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the method used for an appropriate implementation of the optical flow. Section 3 specifies the dynamical model of the helicopter. In section 4 the proposed control law is discussed. In Section 5, we show some experimental results. We conclude our work in Section 6. d , an information of the forward and lateral speed of the engine can be extracted. This information is used to control the displacement of the vehicle in the pitch and roll axis. Once the vehicle travels at a constant speed, the optical flow obtained by cam f gives an information of the closeness to the objects in the scene, and it is used to design the detection and avoidance subsystem.
A. Computing Optical Flow
In this study, the Lucas-Kanade pyramidal algorithm [10] has been implemented to make the calculations efficient and to allow large movements of the robot. For cam d , a rich texture detector is used in order to calculate the velocity vector in the travel movement. However for cam f , a predefined mesh of points is used and the optical flow is repeatedly computed on this mesh in order to detect an obstacle. It is well known that computing the optical flow in the robot environment still presents many issues. Occlusion, bad illumination and bad texture images can lead to noisy optical flow estimates. Also, moving objects in the scene and robot self rotations give a biased motion field. To compensate the rotational components of the optical flow and to filter the measures, a novel fusion approach between the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and the optical flow is implemented. This approach is based on Kalman Filter theory. Our fusion method takes into advantage known properties of the optical flow like the approach proposed by Romero et al. [11] , but it differs by the fact that our Kalman Filter approach is an optimal solution for incrementally reducing the uncertainty of the desired translational velocities, since we incorporate representations of the uncertainty of the Optical Flow model and of the inertial measurements. Muratet et al. [12] use a fusion method which needs the computation of the vector R OF (rotational component) in each point having an estimated optical flow. This means the computation of N matrix products, where N is the total number of points. Our approach, on the contrary, only needs to compute on each step the discrete Kalman Filter equations. In the following, the algorithm will be detailed for cam d . Considering the rotorcraft as a rigid body moving in a 3D space, the six motion parameters can be related to the image centered coordinate frame.
with the translational part
and the rotational part
is the optical flow component in the coordinate j of the point p i (x i , y i ), V k and ω k are the translation velocities and rotation rates, respectively, of the body in the coordinate k and f is the focal distance. When computing the optical flow, all the points p i are known. Furthermore, they all share the same movement, we can express the mean of the optical flow as follows
whereŌ is the inverse of the time-to-contact, known as the relative depth, and Kj i are the constant scale factors depending on intrinsic parameters of the camera. These parameters can be computed separately and allow us to know the contribution of the rotorcraft rotations to the optical flow. A discrete time Kalman filter is designed to compensate the rotational motion field.
HereV OF is the vector composed of the mean translational components of the optical flow, and W is the vector composed of angular velocities and υ i represents the noise.
The measured outputs are the optical flow meansŌ F d , and the measured angular velocity W IMU . The outputs are related to the state in (8) as
where the noises in (8) and (11) are:
T is assumed to be a white noise with zero mean and known constant covariance matrix Q.
T is assumed to be a white noise with zero mean and known constant covariance matrix R.
• υ and ν are assumed to be uncorrelated noises. To compute the optical flow noise covariance matrix we take advantage of the properties of the model. Because the robot is modeled as a rigid body, the standard deviation between the spatial mean of the optical flow (eg.Ṽ OF x ) and the optical flow in each point (eg.
OF d x i
) is bounded. Any point having an optical flow too distant of the mean will be ignored. At the end, the reliability of the optic flow is defined as a function of the desired constant bound (σ o i ), the total number of points having an estimate (N d ) and the wrong measurements (n d ).
After the filter step, the three translational velocities can be estimated up to a scale factor, by means of a simplified egomotion algorithm [13] . From the Kalman Filter we have
The N d − n d points satisfying (13) and (14) can be written as
HereV OF z forms a virtual scaling factor c, the identity matrix forms a virtual rotation matrix R, andV OF x andV OF y a virtual translation vector t. We can estimate the three translational components of the optical flow by minimizing 2 in a least square approach. The solution of this problem is based on a singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix of the data (for details see [13] ).
B. Obstacle Detection and Avoidance using optical flow 1) Time-To-Contact:
In order to allow our algorithm to detect an obstacle, we use the estimated velocities to compute the time-to-contact. In the (Y f , Z f ) image plane and using the camera cam f , these velocities can be written as
where x i and y i are the coordinates of points where optical flow is computed. These points are constant in the image mesh used to compute the motion field. By taking into account that the focus of expansion is the point where optical flow converges we have
Then, by using (16) and (17), in each point
By taking the mean of the optical flow on all the points which are the outputs of the Kalman Filter, we can compute the inverse of the time-to-contact as follows
Here K η is a constant specific to cam f , that depends on the parameters K y y and K z z computed previously in the Kalman Filter, and on the focus of expansion.
The function η (t) depends on time and allows to define an alarm signal S o as follows
2) Optical flow divergence (for avoidance):
A weighted moving average function is used to keep a track of a reference optical flow. This allows the system acting on cam f to measure the variation of the optical flow when the rotorcraft moves laterally or upwards.
Taking into account m measurements for the calculation of the moving average on the k measurements from the beginning, the functions on y and z axes are is defined as follows
Since the functionsV 
< 0 (26) where S1, S2, S3 and S4 are the alarm signals that indicate the lateral avoidance of an obstacle, the impossible lateral avoidance, the altitude avoidance and the impossible altitude avoidance, respectively.
III. DYNAMICAL MODEL
The rotorcraft,with embedded cameras, that we use in our laboratory is shown on 
where u,τ θ ,τ φ ,τ ψ are the force and torque inputs (see [1] ).
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY
Because we aim to control the vehicle in speed and altitude, only equations (29), (30), (31) and (32) of the dynamical model are used. We take advantage of the fact that at a constant pitch angle, the vehicle moves in the forward direction at a constant speed. Similarly at a constant roll angle the vehicle is displaced at a constant velocity in the lateral direction.
A. Low-Level Control
The low-level control corresponds to the attitude control and the altitude control in order to stabilize the rotorcraft.
1) Attitude Control: Given equations (30), (31) and (32) we can identify three independent systems composed of two integrators in cascade. In order to assure the stabilization of such system we propose the following control strategy [14] 
where σ a is a saturation function defined as
2) Altitude Control: Once the attitude system is stabilized equation (29) 
Then, the control input u is used to stabilize the altitude as follows
which givesz ). We use these two optical flows to design a speed controller which regulates the roll and pitch reference angles. The control strategy will be described only for the pitch angle, but we notice that the same control is implemented in the roll axis. 
(40) where θ re f is the reference angle used in equation (33)and T e is the sampling time. By choosing the optical flow references values as variables, we can define three flying modes for the rotorcraft:
The vehicle moves in the pitch direction at a constant speed and at a constant altitude.
re f is set to zero.
• Lateral displacement:
The vehicle moves in the roll direction at a constant speed and at a constant altitude. ). Also the time-tocontact with frontal obstacles is measured as in equation (19) . The inverse of the time-to-contact is used to stop the vehicle when it is too close to obstacles, while the computed optical flow is used by the avoiding control strategy. We can then identify two subsystems: the detecting and the avoiding subsystem. First we detail the detecting subsystem for the quad-rotor flying in Frontal displacement mode. Given η the inverse of the time-to-contact, we define the following proportional control
where θ prev is an angle of prevention, which is subtracted to the angle of reference θ re f computed in equation (40). The gain k θ prev is choosen in a way that θ re f becomes zero when η is high enough to represent a imminent danger. Once the vehicle stops, an alert signal S o (as in (20)) is created to authorize the beginning of the avoiding sequence (avoiding controller). Next we describe the proposed control strategy for avoiding obstacle by lateral displacement. In a same way the controller is also implemented in the z axis to allow altitude avoidance. Having the lateral optical flowV whereV av re f is a deceleration value applied to the reference optical flowV OF y re f on the lateral speed controller. Depending on which alarm signal is active (see section II-B.2), the rotorcraft knows if the obstacle has been crossed.
C. State machine approach
The overall system can be seen as a state machine associated with alarm signals and controllers depending on the environment analysis. The system always starts in Hover flying mode. When the user allows the displacement mode on the base station, the rotorcraft begins a Frontal displacement with the active obstacle detecting controller. The S o signal occurs when an obstacle is in front of the vehicle. It is important to note that when the S o signal is activated, the inverse of the time-to-contact η is big enough to stop the vehicle. When this signal is activated the vehicle passes through the Lateral displacement flying mode with the active avoiding controller. The helicopter will stop automatically due to the avoiding controller, and it will check which alarm signal is active. If the signal S 1 is given, then the obstacle has been crossed and the Frontal displacement flying mode can restart again. In the opposite case, if the signal S 2 is given, then it is impossible to cross the obstacle on the lateral axis.
The Altitude displacement is then activated with the active avoidance controller. Similarly as before, the controller will automatically stop the rotorcraft, and check the active signal. If S 3 is active, then the obstacle has been crossed. However if the signal S 4 is given then a dead end is recognized and the helicopter stays in Hover flying mode until the base station allows the stopping sequence. The real-time implementation of such a strategy on our four rotor rotorcraft is quite difficult since the use of two cameras needs appropriate calculations on either on board microprocessors which require high memory (and which is a difficult task) or on a ground station. In the second case, images have to be transmitted from embedded cameras to the ground computer and videos transmissions suffer from delays and information losses. In order to validate our algorithm, we have decided to test each stage independently and firstly in a mobile robot platform. Two orthogonal cameras have been mounted into a remote control car (see Figure 4) . One of the camera is pointing forward when the other is pointing towards the left side of the car. This configuration copies exactly the system described for the four rotor helicopter in the sense that the left side camera behaves like the downward camera in the helicopter. Our goal is to validate the different optical-flow-based controllers. The first test has been conducted to control the forward velocity of the robot to a constant set point without the anti-collision system. The second test was carried with the detecting controller. The first experiment starts at rest (no initial velocity) and shows that with the only optical flow measurement the controller can accelerate the robot until the velocity set point is reached. When this velocity has been reached, it has to remain the most constant possible. Since the cameras have not been calibrated (there is no need to calibrate them in this experiment) and since we really don't know the depth of the scene, the control is done in the image coordinate system. As shown in Figure 5 , the controller achieves, as expected, the control controller has been tested on the same platform, and under the same conditions. An obstacle has been introduced in the front of the mobile robot. Different tunings of the controller have been tested and different distances of stops have been achieved. This result is also expected and desired, because it means that we can easily change the interval of confidence in between an obstacle is or is not dangerous. The signal of transition has been simulated by maintaining the inverse of the time-to-contact equal to the threshold value that stops the vehicle (Figure 6 ). We noticed that there exists a small delay between the time-to-contact and the velocity estimation due to the filtering sequences of the optical flow used for the speed control. We remark that the time-to-contact has not the same signification when the forward velocity is not constant. Therefore, the lateral (or downward) camera is very useful in order to maintain a constant velocity and also to have a good understanding of the time-to-contact. In this work we present a reactive navigation system for an unmanned rotorcraft using only the optical flow of two orthogonal cameras, and the measurements of an inertial measurement unit. We show that most of the information given by the optical flow can only be wisely used if the speed of travel is constant. In order to maintain the speed of travel equal to a constant set point, a first controller was built and tested on a mobile robot. The speed controller has been completed with a detection and avoidance system which uses a signal alarm approach in order to commute between different flying modes. The proposed method used the capability of hovering flight to force a continuity between each control law. We are currently implementing the first step controller on a four rotor helicopter and as future work we intend to complete the system with wall following and centering behavior as principal states, taking advantage of the constant forward motion.
